Inference of protein function from protein structure.
Structural genomics has brought us three-dimensional structures of proteins with unknown functions. To shed light on such structures, we have developed ProKnow (http://www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/ProKnow/), which annotates proteins with Gene Ontology functional terms. The method extracts features from the protein such as 3D fold, sequence, motif, and functional linkages and relates them to function via the ProKnow knowledgebase of features, which links features to annotated functions via annotation profiles. Bayes' theorem is used to compute weights of the functions assigned, using likelihoods based on the extracted features. The description level of the assigned function is quantified by the ontology depth (from 1 = general to 9 = specific). Jackknife tests show approximately 89% correct assignments at ontology depth 1 and 40% at depth 9, with 93% coverage of 1507 distinct folded proteins. Overall, about 70% of the assignments were inferred correctly. This level of performance suggests that ProKnow is a useful resource in functional assessments of novel proteins.